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reatment of many different malignancies; although
traditionally performed with low-dose-rate or high-dose-rate techniques, more recently, electronic
brachytherapy (EB) has emerged as a potential alternative. At this time, there are no evidence-
based guidelines to assist clinicians in patient selection for EB and concerns exits regarding differ-
ences in dosimetry as compared to traditional brachytherapy techniques. As such, the American
Brachytherapy Society appointed a group of physicians and physicists to create a consensus state-
ment regarding the use of EB.
METHODS AND MATERIALS: Physicians and physicists with expertise in brachytherapy
created a site-directed consensus statement for appropriate patient selection and utilization of EB
based on a literature search and clinical experience.
RESULTS: EB has been utilized to deliver accelerated partial breast irradiation with, thus far
acceptable local control and toxicity rates including a randomized trial that used EB to deliver intra-
operative radiotherapy; however, prospective data with large patient numbers and long-term follow
up are needed. Increasing numbers of patients have been treated with EB for nonmelanomatous skin
cancers; although, preliminary data are promising, there is a lack of data comparing EB to tradi-
tional radiotherapy techniques as well as a lack of long-term follow up. For treatment of the vaginal
cuff with EB, small retrospective studies have been reported without long-term follow up.
CONCLUSIONS: In light of a randomized trial in breast showing higher rates of recurrence and
the lack of prospective data with mature follow up with other sites, as well as concerns regarding
dosimetry, it is not recommended that EB be utilized for accelerated partial breast irradiation, non-
melanomatous skin cancers, or vaginal cuff brachytherapy outside prospective clinical trials at this
time. � 2018 American Brachytherapy Society. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

Brachytherapy represents a combination of techniques
that can be utilized to deliver radiation therapy to the sur-
face/superficially (e.g. nonmelanomatous skin cancers,
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vaginal cuff) or to deeper targets (e.g. breast, prostate);
because of its versatility, brachytherapy has been incorpo-
rated into treatment paradigms for multiple disease sites
as monotherapy or in conjunction with external beam radi-
ation therapy. Traditionally, brachytherapy has been deliv-
ered with radioactive isotopes that can be categorized as
permanent or temporary and as low-dose-rate/high-dose-
rate depending on the technique and isotope selected. More
recently, electronic brachytherapy (EB) has emerged as an
alternative brachytherapy technique for certain disease
sites.
hed by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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EB offers several unique features compared to tradi-
tional brachytherapy including lower energy (typi-
cally ! 120 kVp) photons as compared to isotope-based
treatment and therefore, reduced shielding needs (1). How-
ever with the use of lower energy photons, dose distribu-
tions will be different than with traditional brachytherapy
techniques with the superficial photons used with EB asso-
ciated with less deep coverage and higher surface doses.
These differences limit the extrapolation of data from tradi-
tional brachytherapy techniques to EB with respect to clin-
ical outcomes, toxicity profiles, and indications. In
addition, traditional brachytherapy has routinely been stud-
ied in Phase III trials; however, there is a lack of random-
ized and prospective data regarding the use of EB at this
time. Previously, the American Brachytherapy Society, in
conjunction with the American College of Radiology, pub-
lished a practice parameter for electronically generated
low-energy radiation sources (1). This statement presented
information on clinical evaluation for patients undergoing
EB as well as treatment planning and delivery. At this time,
we present a consensus statement regarding EB, focusing
on current clinical data and provide guidelines for appro-
priate utilization of EB by disease site.
Methods and Materials

The American Brachytherapy Society Board of Direc-
tors appointed a group of physicians and physicists with
expertise in brachytherapy to provide a consensus state-
ment on EB. The goals of the project were to provide rec-
ommendations based on the data available for each
treatment site. A review of the literature with a focus on tri-
als, prospective studies, multi-institutional series, as well as
single institution reports addressing clinical outcomes and
toxicities with EB was performed inclusive of all publica-
tions regardless of year. Key words were used including
‘‘electronic brachytherapy, Xoft, Esteya, Intrabeam.’’
Following a discussion, the guidelines were created based
on consensus among the authors. Before publication, the
consensus statement was approved by the American
Brachytherapy Society (ABS) Board of Directors.
Table 1

Summary of basic characteristics of electronic brachytherapy compared to comm

Unit Axxent Esteya

Vendor Xoft Inc-iCad Inc Elekta AB-Nucletron

Portability Yes No

Shielding requirement Local or portable Portable (some room

shielding may be required

Common clinical

applications

Skin, Breast, Vaginal

cylinders, IORT

Skin only

Energy 50 kVp 70 kVp

Dosimetry references Rivard et al. 2006 Garcia-Martinez

et al. 2014
Results

Physics of electronic brachytherapy

The American Association of Physicists in Medicine
(AAPM) Task Group 152 defines electronic brachytherapy
as ‘‘a method of radiation therapy using electrically gener-
ated x rays to deliver a radiation dose at a distance of up to
a few centimeters by intracavitary, intraluminal, or intersti-
tial application, or by applications with the source in con-
tact with the body surface or very close to the body
surface (2).’’ At the time of writing of this report, three
electronic brachytherapy units are commercially available:
Axxent (Xoft Inc., subsidiary of iCAD Inc., San Jose, CA);
Esteya (Elekta AB-Nucletron, Stockholm, Sweden); and
INTRABEAM (Carl Zeiss Surgical GmbH, Oberkochen,
Germany).

EB units operate in the 50e70 kVp energy range,
requiring little shielding and can therefore be used in a wide
variety of settings including examination rooms and standard
operating rooms. TG-152, which outlines safety require-
ments for units of this category, recommends that for units
operating at less than 60 kVp, portable or localized radiation
shielding be available in the room for the protection of staff.
For this reason, units that operate at the lower kV may have
the added benefit of being portable, as the shielding required
can be transported to the treatment room. Other units, oper-
ating at higher peak voltage, may require added shielding
and safety considerations. Unlike isotopic brachytherapy,
electronic brachytherapy is not regulated by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC). However, local regulations
may apply and users should consult their local hospital-based
radiation safety committee. Table 1 offers a summary of the
main characteristics for these units (3e8).
Dosimetric concerns
Although the difference between traditional isotopic

brachytherapy and EB seems semantic at first glance, the
dose calculation in tissue, and its clinical implications are
still being studied. Although EB has been available for over
2 decades, there are no consensus dosimetry data available
for these units. Further clinical trials may be needed to
only used radioisotopes

Intrabeam I-125 Ir-192 HDR

Carl Zeiss Surgical

GmbH

Various seed

manufacturers

Varian,

Elekta AB-Nucletron

Eckert Ziegler Bebig

Yes Yes No

)

Local or portable Local or portable Shielded treatment vault

Breast, Skin,

Brain, IORT

Various sites Various sites Incl. IORT

50 kVp 28 keV 380 keV

Eaton 2012 AAPM TG-43 AAPM report 229

AAPM TG-186
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establish clinical guidelines and consensus regarding
whether to modify the prescription with EB to account
for potential differences in RBE.

Dose calculations for the Esteya and Intrabeam are
based on vendor-provided data. For the Xoft S700 source,
TG-43 parameters have been determined by Rivard et al.
(7). The kilovoltage units are characterized by a relatively
wide spectrum of low-energy photons for which water-
based TG-43 formalism may result in significant differ-
ences in depth dose estimates in tissue. Although AAPM
TG-186 has proposed methodology to address this chal-
lenge, this is still an area of research (6). In addition, Bren-
ner et al. have reported on the increased relative biological
effectiveness of low-energy photons (9). This and the steep
depth dose curve, associated with these X-ray devices, may
preclude prescription depths of more than a few millimeters
in tissue; this is because with such dose curves, prescribing
to a deep target volume is associated with high surface
doses. This may be of clinical significance in the case of
vaginal cuff brachytherapy, for example, where prescription
is often at a depth of 5 mm, resulting a higher surface dose
with EB than traditional Ir-192-based high dose rate (HDR)
treatments (10). In the case of breast brachytherapy, where
prescription with balloon-type applicators is typically at
10 mm from the surface of the applicator, that effect is
greater yet. To prevent the toxicity associated with increase
surface dose, the prescription depth for EB is often speci-
fied at the surface of the applicator, resulting in turn a lower
dose to tissue at depth. For example, for a 2 cm breast
Mammosite-type applicator employing the Xoft Axxent
source, the dose at 1 cm form the surface is calculated to
be approximately 28% of the surface dose as compared to
100% with HDR (3). Finally, with EB there are less widely
available imaging protocols for applicator evaluation and
dosimetry as compared to HDR brachytherapy.
Process

With regard to the process of performing EB, the Amer-
ican College of Radiology/ABS guideline, previously
published, details clinical evaluation, treatment goals, treat-
ment planning, and delivery of EB as well as follow up pa-
rameters (1). This guideline also provides detailed
descriptions for personnel qualifications for EB as well as
equipment specifications, patient/personnel safety, educa-
tional programs, and documentation. As such, separate rec-
ommendations are not provided.
Clinical sites

Breast cancer
Adjuvant radiation therapy following breast-conserving

surgery represents the standard of care approach for most
women with significant reductions in local recurrences as
well as breast cancer mortality as compared to surgery
alone (11). Although initial studies comparing mastectomy
and breast conservation utilized conventionally fractionated
whole breast irradiation (WBI), hypofractionated WBI has
been shown in several randomized trials to be equivalent to
conventionally fractionated WBI and is recommended by
current evidence-based guidelines (12). Accelerated partial
breast irradiation (APBI) represents an alternative to WBI
that can be delivered with interstitial brachytherapy,
applicator-based brachytherapy, or external beam tech-
niques. Currently 5e10 year prospective randomized out-
comes are available documenting excellent clinical
outcomes comparable to WBI, for appropriately selected
patients. Evidence-based guidelines are available and sup-
port the use of these techniques off-protocol (13, 14).

EB, while representing a partial breast technique, is
different than other APBI techniques and as such guidelines
for utilizing APBI should not be used for the treatment of pa-
tients with EB (14, 15). It should be noted that low-energy
electronic sources are used intraoperatively and are dis-
cussed in the adjoining ABS intraoperative radiation therapy
(IORT) consensus statement as well as the ABS partial
breast irradiation consensus statement (1, 14). Although in-
traoperative strategies (including one using low-energy pho-
tons, consistent with EB) have been studied in randomized
trials, both studies demonstrated higher rates of local recur-
rence (though within noninferiority threshold for TARGIT
trial), inconsistent with other partial breast irradiation
(PBI) trials. In addition, the TARGIT trial lacks long-term
follow up, with a median follow up of less than 3 years.
Finally, randomized trials evaluating APBI as compared to
WBI did not allow for EB or intraoperative radiation therapy
and as such it is not recommended for use outside of prospec-
tive studies by current guidelines (16, 17).

Outside of these trials, the use of EB to deliver partial
breast irradiation has been evaluated both intraoperatively
(single fraction) as well as using fractionated partial breast
irradiation (18e20). When delivering fractionated PBI,
traditional APBI applicators, which have been well studied,
can be utilized (21); however, it is important to recognize the
differences as compared to HDR, despite the same applica-
tors being used. For example, with brachytherapy techniques
(e.g. Interstitial, applicator), 100% of the prescription dose is
given to a minimum of 1 cm from the cavity surface and with
external beam techniques this can be even greater. For intra-
operative EB, dose is prescribed to the surface of the lump-
ectomy cavity resulting in only 25e30% of the
prescription dose delivered at depth (14, 22). This is impor-
tant, as data have found that 90% of residual disease
following lumpectomy (when present) is within 1 cm of
the cavity (23). Unlike intraoperative EB, postoperative frac-
tionated PBI using EB is typically prescribed in a standard
fashion to 1 cm from the cavity surface. However, these re-
sults are in a substantially higher cavity surface dose
compared to established brachytherapy PBI techniques
(24). The clinical impact of this, if any, is not fully elucidated.

The largest series utilizing EB to date evaluated 984
women with early-stage breast cancer (1000 cancers),
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who underwent lumpectomy followed by EB; with a me-
dian follow up of 36 months, the 4-year local recurrence
rate was 3.9%; these results have been confirmed with
smaller series as well (25e31). With respect to safety and
toxicity outcomes, Epstein et al. evaluated 702 patients
and found a 21% rate of acute complications with 13% of
patients having chronic complications including seromas,
fibrosis, and skin changes. In addition, only 5% of patients
had significant complications (defined as complications
other than Grade 1 erythema, fibrosis, or hyperpigmenta-
tion) (27). Smaller studies have confirmed appropriate
safety end points and treatment tolerability with a retro-
spective series finding similar dosimetry to HDR plans
(30, 31). Limited long-term follow up is available with an
abstract from Dickler et al. identifying 68 patients and a
6% local recurrence rate at 5 years, higher than that seen
with alternative PBI techniques (32). Similarly, a series of
184 patients with a follow up of 55 months had a 5.4%
recurrence (33). Finally, although EB has been suggested
as a cost savings technique, it is important to recognize that
if it is associated with higher rates of recurrence (as seen
with low-energy IORT), then the cost savings derived
may not be accurate (34, 35). Currently, clinical studies
are underway to further evaluate outcomes with EB
following lumpectomy.

Recommendation. Consistent with the ABS consensus
statement for ABPI, EB should not be offered to patients
outside of prospective clinical registries or trials as IORT
or fractionated partial breast irradiation, regardless of tech-
nique utilized (Table 2).

Future directions. Data with large numbers of patients and
mature follow up of 5 years or longer are needed. The ran-
domized TARGIT trial is ongoing further follow up with
outcomes expected in the years to come. EB delivered as
fractionated PBI with applicators should also be evaluated
with prospective studies.
Skin cancers
Skin cancer represents the most common cancer in the

United States; nonmelanomatous skin cancers ([NMSC],
basal cell carcinomas [BCC], and squamous cell carci-
nomas [SCC]) are the most common with multiple treat-
ment techniques available including surgery and
radiotherapy (36). The most commonly utilized radiation
Table 2

Summary of recommendations for electronic brachytherapy by treatment site

Recommendation

Breast cancer (IORT) Not recommended outside of clinical r

Breast cancer (fractionated partial

breast irradiation)

Not recommended outside of clinical r

Nonmelanomatous skin cancers Not recommended outside of clinical r

Vaginal cuff Not recommended outside of clinical t
therapy techniques include electron therapy, megavoltage
photon therapy, brachytherapy, and superficial/orthovoltage
techniques (37). With respect to brachytherapy, significant
clinical data exist supporting the role of brachytherapy
for small skin cancers (38).

A growing set of literature exists regarding the use of EB
for NMSC, though follow up remains short. Initial studies
demonstrated the feasibility of the technique with limited
acute toxicity (39). Updated outcomes at 1 year confirmed
no recurrences and toxicity profiles that were consistent
with other radiotherapy techniques, including no Grade 3
toxicities (40). In a second series from Paravati et al., which
evaluated 127 patients (154 lesions) and with a median
follow up of 16 months, the local recurrence rate was
1.3%; however, the Grade 3 acute dermatitis rate was
13% with no late Grade 3 toxicities (Grade 2: 5.8%) (41).
Similar results are noted from two prospective studies of
20 patients each as well as additional series (42e45). The
largest series to date is a pooled analysis of 1259 patients
(1822 lesions) from six publications, treated between
2009 and 2014; patients were treated to 40e45 Gy in 3e
8 fractions with 95% of lesions being BCC/SCC. Most pa-
tients had follow up less than 1 year (n5 926) with only 47
patients having follow up beyond 3 years; the recurrence
rate was 0.97% (46).

It should be noted that although these data are important,
there are limited data comparing EB with other radio-
therapy or surgical techniques; Patel et al. evaluated 369
patients (188 received EB, 181 Mohs surgery) in a matched
pair cohort study. Median age was 81 years old for the EB
cohort and 77 for the Mohs cohort; with 3.4 year mean
follow up, no difference in rates of recurrence were noted
with similar cosmetic outcomes (47). However, further data
comparing outcomes to surgery and radiotherapy tech-
niques are needed. In addition, outcomes in younger pa-
tients are needed as they are underrepresented in
previously published series.
Concerns
There has been a rapid increase in the use of EB for the

treatment of NMSC, but without meaningful comparison to
standard radiotherapy techniques, surgical techniques, and
without long-term follow up data (48). When employing
EB, the maximum prescription depth is typically less than
5 mm (standardly 3 mm) to maintain a safe surface dose;
for example, the surface dose with a 3 mm prescription
Future direction

egistry or trial Randomized and prospective data; mature follow up

egistry or trial Randomized and prospective data; mature follow up

egistry or trial Randomized and prospective data; mature follow up

rial Randomized and prospective data; mature follow up
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depth is between 124% and 152% using a 2 cm applicator
(49). In addition, a particular concern is the uncertainty of
tumor depth and whether often used clinical estimates,
without routine use of imaging or computed tomography
dosimetry, ensures adequate target coverage for what are
assumed to be shallow lesions but may in fact be deeper
and more infiltrative tumors (50e52). The lack of standard-
ized dosimetry (as compared to EBRT, brachytherapy) and
planning limits the ability to evaluate dose once delivered
as a means for quality assurance as well.

Although the matched pair cohort discussed above found
no difference in recurrence rates with a median follow up of
3.4 years, further follow up is needed as the median time to
recurrence of a primary NMSC is 2e5 years (47, 53). In
addition, Linos et al. addressed the concern regarding the
rapid increase in the use of EB for skin cancer, finding a
20-fold increase in the use of a specific billing code from
2011 to 2014, based on 98% of the cases using the code
involving skin EB. The article notes concern regarding this
increase because of a ‘‘lack of efficacy and safety data’’
(48); this was supported by a commentary from Haffty
et al. with the American Society of Radiation Oncology
(ASTRO) supporting modifications of the CPT code to
avoid potential abuse. The commentary also notes that
long-term data regarding EB are needed (54).

Recommendation. At this time, there are growing data with
respect to EB and NMSC; however, there is a lack of
comparative data to traditional treatments, limited data with
long-term follow up, and a need for younger patients in
studies before generalizing recommendations. Although
data can be extrapolated from orthovoltage experiences
with NMSC, in light of the large numbers of patients diag-
nosed with NMSC, prospective studies with larger numbers
of patients undergoing EB should be performed. Until
mature outcomes are available, treatment should be per-
formed on clinical registry or trial at this time (Table 2).
Recommendations for dosimetry are presented in the previ-
ous ABS skin cancer guidelines (49).

Future directions. Further data with mature follow up are
required; in addition, studies evaluating methods to opti-
mize EB in treating skin cancer are ongoing including the
use of ultrasound to assess the depth of lesions (51, 55).
It is imperative that EB studies focus on consistent planning
techniques as well, to ensure appropriate target coverage.

Gynecologic cancers
Vaginal brachytherapy is routinely indicated for patients

with endometrial and cervical cancers as the sole form of
radiation therapy (following surgery) or in conjunction with
external beam radiotherapy (56, 57). Currently, this treat-
ment is most commonly delivered with HDR brachyther-
apy. Dosimetric studies have demonstrated the feasibility
to deliver vaginal cuff EB; Mobit et al. found lower doses
to organs at risk with the exception of the rectum with EB
(58). In addition, EB was associated with higher vaginal
surface doses than HDR brachytherapy (10). At this time,
limited clinical data are available regarding the use of EB
to deliver vaginal cuff brachytherapy (59e61). Kamrava
et al. published a series of 16 patients (13 endometrial, 3
cervical) undergoing postoperative EB to the vaginal cuff.
With a median follow up of 20.5 months, the local and lo-
coregional control were 94%. With respect to toxicity, no
Grade 4e5 events were noted and the Grade 2 þ toxicity
rate was 25% (59). Similarly, Dickler et al. published a se-
ries of 15 patients with endometrial cancer treated with EB;
low rates of toxicity were noted without Grade 3e4 toxic-
ities though follow up was short (60). Finally, it should be
noted that EB was not used on previous GOG/RTOG gyne-
cologic cancer trials as a form of approved brachytherapy.

Recommendation. At this time, there is a paucity of data
with respect to utilizing EB for gynecologic cancers. It is
not recommended that EB be used to deliver vaginal cuff
brachytherapy outside of a clinical trial (Table 2).

Future directions. Randomized data comparing EB to
alternative well-established brachytherapy techniques are
unavailable at this time. Moving forward, such studies are
needed with mature follow up to evaluate the role of EB
for gynecologic cancers.
Conclusions

Electronic brachytherapy represents an innovative tech-
nique to deliver brachytherapy with several potential ad-
vantages over current techniques. However, based on
currently available data, the use of electronic brachytherapy
outside of prospective registry or trial is not recommended
for patients with breast cancer, nonmelanomatous skin can-
cers, or patients with endometrial or cervical cancer
requiring vaginal cuff brachytherapy. Future studies are
required to compare electronic brachytherapy to traditional
radiotherapy and brachytherapy techniques along with
longer follow up.
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